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1 A cup of tea with... Christine Yeats, State Records NSW Christine Yeats is the Manager, Public Access, at State Records NSW. Cassie Mercer talks to her about the 
archives office’s latest projects. 13

1 Dodgy deals and Carter’s 
treadmill Cassie Mercer Such was the life of a convict in Sydney’s Hyde Park Barracks in the early 19th century. As a new exhibition 

opens its doors on this fascinating era, Inside History talks to Inara Walden, the show’s curator. 23-24

1 Medicine on the high seas Cassie Mercer A large-scale cataloguing project undertaken in the UK means shipping records not previously accessible are 
now searchable for genealogists in Australasia. 26-28

1 Thoughts from abroad Else Churchill The Society of Genealogists in London is about to turn 100. Each issue, Else Churchill will keep Inside 
History readers up to date on the latest news and events from the UK genealogy world. 29

1 24,000 and counting Beth Matthews
When Beth Matthews’ descendants arrived in Australia, there were around 5000 Europeans in the 
settlement. Little would they have comprehended that they would, one day, have literally thousands of family 
members in that same country. 

30-31

1 All I want for Christmas Megan Gibson Want to have more Family Tree Time? Author and Inside History columnist, Megan Gibson, is here to help… 32-33

1 Welcome home Annie Payne
Preserving your own personal history for future family generations is just as important as researching your 
ancestors’ lives. Perth-based professional storykeeper Annie Payne has a practical solution to remembering 
and documenting your childhood abode… 

34-35

1 Doing time... Cassie Mercer

For those with convict ancestors, learning about the experience of prisoners in female factories around 
colonial Australia provides a moving realization of our heritage. Inside History looks at two of the largest 
factories established in the 1800s – one has just received world heritage listing, and the other is in dire need 
of protection. 

36-39

1 Voice of the city Megan Gibson From London’s Trafalgar Square to Perth’s Barrack Square: a set of ancient bells has found a home in 
Australia. 40-42

1 The First Fleet revisited Michael Flynn It’s 21 years since Mollie Gillen’s seminal work, The Founders of Australia, was published. Michael Flynn is 
revising the book and discovering a wealth of new research. 45-47

1 Reg Sprigg: rock star Kristin Weidenbach He’s regarded as one of the greatest geologists Australia has produced, discovering the oldest fossils in the 
world and the deepest under-sea canyons. Read Reg Sprigg’s remarkable story… 49-51

1 Tasmania on show Ron Radford
An exclusive new exhibition at the National Gallery of Australia is showcasing the Apple Isle’s rich art 
heritage of the mid 1800s. The Gallery’s director, Ron Radford, looks at who the movers and shakers were 
during this period. 

52-54

1 Representing family Cassie Mercer Artist Vivienne Dadour's Lebanese ancestry. 56-57

1 Illuminating the past Cassie Mercer One artist’s collaboration with Historic Houses Trust NSW brings 20th-century designs to life. 58-59

1 New to genealogy? Cassie Mercer Our guide will get your research off to a flying start. 60-61
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2 A cup of tea with... Rose Holley Rose Holley, the manager of Trove, talks to Inside History about the NLA’s terrific website. 13

2 Brimming with treasure Shauna Hicks
With over 100 million resources at your fingertips, Trove, the National Library of Australia’s brilliant search 
engine, really is every family historian’s dream come true, as leading history and genealogy writer Shauna 
Hicks explains. 

22-24

2 Researching for the stars Megan Gibson Meeting families in secret at the local fast food restaurant and scouting for film locations are just part of a 
normal working week for the researchers working on the hit TV show Who Do You Think You Are? 26-28

2 A parcel from home Mark Webster
Throughout World War II the Red Cross sent millions of care packages to soldiers in POW camps. Author 
Mark Webster reports on how important these parcels were to New Zealand troops serving on the other side 
of the world, and the risks people took to ensure their safe arrival.  

30-33

2 Thoughts from abroad Else Churchill The release of selected military service records is sparking debate in the UK, as Else Churchill explains. 35

2 New year, new research plan Megan Gibson Author Megan Gibson has some timesaving tips to help you get 2011 off to a great start. 36

2 Read it (and don't weep) Margaret Simpson Have you hit a brick wall trying to decipher old records? You’re not alone. Genealogist Margaret Simpson has 
some advice for understanding handwritten text. Welcome to paleography for the family historian. 37-39

2 Branch out at the NAA! Cassie Mercer Family historians will be able to learn more about tracing their ancestors when the National Archives of 
Australia holds its Shake Your Family Tree day in capital cities around Australia on February 25. 40-41

2 Arthur Phillip's voyage Michael Flynn Discovering an anonymous work during his research on the First Fleet has led historian Michael Flynn to 
believe its author is one of Australia’s most celebrated historical writers. 42-45

2 Not for the faint of heart Lois Sabine Dr William Bell wrote the colony’s first medical guide in 1849. A century-and-a-half later, it has finally been 
published. The editor, Lois Sabine, reveals how The Settlers’ Guidecame about. 46-48

2 Back to school Cassie Mercer
In 1888 Rouse Hill Public School, one hour’s drive west of Sydney, opened its doors with a roll of 60 pupils. 
In 2010 it was conserved and returned to its early appearance by Historic Houses Trust NSW, to teach a 
whole new generation of children about their history, as Cassie Mercer reports. 

49-51

2 Wangaratta, meet Shilo Cassie Mercer If you remember listening to and collecting vinyl records, then you’ll love the concept behind the Shilo 
Project, which is touring Victoria. Inside History went along and was hooked. 52

2 Beaded beauties Rohana Archer You’ve probably come across antique handbags when browsing through vintage stores, but do you know the 
role they may have played in your ancestors’ lives? Rohana Archer explains. 54-55

2 A museum for all seasons Cassie Mercer The Santos Museum of Economic Botany in Adelaide has been a place for education, science – and the 
theatrical – for generations. Thanks to a refurbishment, it looks set to stay that way. 56-57

2 All aboard! Cassie Mercer Fancy travelling the South Pacific, lapping up the sunshine while learning tips from the experts? Then book a 
cabin on Unlock the Past’s first history and genealogy cruise. 58

2 Faces of Australia Cassie Mercer

The National Archives holds more than 3 million photographs in its collection, many of which are images of 
Australians at work and play. After World War II Australian Government photographers took photographs of 
life in Australia to encourage prospective migrants. Many new immigrants were also photographed to portray 
them in their new homeland. More than 220,000 of these photographs have been digitised and can be found 
online in PhotoSearch, the National Archives’ database. This also allows visitors to browse images under 
various subjects. Some images have been included in an online feature called Faces of Australia can be found 
at www.naa.gov.au.  What memories do these images evoke? We’d love to hear your stories. 

59-63

2 Beginning your New Zealand 
family research Christine Clement Kiwi genealogy expert Christine Clement looks at how to trace both Maori whakapapa (genealogy) and early 

European settlers. 64-66

2 When war hit Broome Cassie Mercer It’s a chapter from our military history that has received little attention, but a new book is now telling the 
story behind the attacks on northwest Australia in 1942. 67
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3 A cup of tea with... Suzanne Voytas Suzanne Voytas is the author of Elizabeth 1828: The Worst an Most Turbulent, which traces the tumultuous 
lives of the convict women on board the Elizabeth. 13

3 From outlaws to tiaras Cassie Mercer
The National Museum of Australia is celebrating St Patrick’s Day 2011 in a grand way. On March 17 its latest 
exhibition, Not Just Ned, opens – and it will be a boon to many family historians wanting to learn more about 
their Irish-Australian heritage. 

24-26

3 How to... trace early Irish 
convicts Barbara Hall Records on our early Irish convicts are notoriously difficult to find. Author Barbara Hall, about to publish her 

sixth book on the subject, offers her tips on tracing those first exiles. 28-29

3 A wretched state of poverty Perry McIntyre One of the worst issues of transportation was what happened to the wives and children the convicts had to 
leave behind. Perry McIntyre goes in search of some family reunions. 30-31

3 Under control... Megan Gibson Does your family tree paperwork always seem to take on a life of its own? There are ways to get it sorted, says 
Megan Gibson. 32

3 What's in a name? Peter Macinnis What’s in a name? A lot actually, during the time of the Great War. Peter Macinnis looks at how the mood of 
the time affected towns around Australia. 33

3 Keepsakes for the future Kay Soderlund
For those lucky enough to have heirlooms passed down through generations, the pressing concern is how to 
care for those objects so they continue to be part of the family. Kay Soderlund, from Preservation Australia, 
helped one family preserve their war postcards. 

34-36

3 Thoughts from abroad Else Churchill England’s cemetery records have a way to go if they are to be easily accessible for family historians. Else 
Churchill reports from London. 37

3 Your elusive Anzacs Lieutenant Colonial Neil Smith
The search for an ancestor’s Australian military service record from World War I can sometimes prove 
difficult for the family historian. Often this is because the soldier had used an assumed name. Lieutenant 
Colonial Neil Smith helps to take the mystery out of finding that missing link. 

38-41

3 Behind the front line Mark Webster Gallipoli was a marker in the growth of national identity for New Zealand as well as Australia. Mark Webster 
looks at one family’s loss: a young nurse named Ada Hawken. 42-44

3 Looking for footprints Sebastian Gurciullo
Public Record Office Victoria’s Koorie Index of Names has a wealth of information for people tracing 
Indigenous ancestry. For one family, their story became a book and, more recently, an exhibition. Project 
editor Sebastian Gurciullo explains. 

46-47

3 The cockney's commodore Michael Flynn Arthur Phillip was considered an unlikely figure to take command of establishing a colony, but new research 
by Michael Flynn shows how the city boy was the perfect man for the job. 48-51

3 A century of change Cassie Mercer To celebrate the centenary of International Woman’s Day, we’ve highlighted some of our favourite Flickr 
finds – wonderful images of those who were pioneers for their times. 55-58

3 Women's business Cassie Mercer The humble cookbook tells us a lot about the history of the home – what our ancestors ate, and how they 
improvised during tough times. Here, we look at the master chefs of yesteryear. 60-61

3 To Wellington and beyond Christine Clement In part two of our special guide on Kiwi genealogy, Christine Clement looks at how to trace settlers who 
arrived via the New Zealand Company from the 1840s. 62-63
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4 A cup of tea with... Kay Saunders AM, historian Notorious Australian Women, by Kay Saunders, is a fascinating journey into the lives of some of Australia’s 
most fearless and determined women. 13

4 Move away from the desk Megan Gibson The internet is terrific, but let’s not forget the offline resources, says author Megan Gibson. 24

4 Our living legacy Annie Payne Annie Payne, personal historian, introduces an exciting new project that is helping genealogists around the 
world to preserve their past, and explains how you can be part of it. 26-27

4 Thoughts from abroad... Else Churchill The Society of Genealogists in London is turning 100. Else Churchill looks at the Society’s progress online, so 
that people anywhere can join in the celebrations. 29

4 Conduct most unbecoming Jane Harding
When family historian Jane Harding set out to try and discover more about her much-admired great 
grandmother, she hadn’t planned on uncovering a love story that had a local community in Queensland agog 
with gossip! 

30-33

4 What really caused their death? Helen Smith
A death certificate is one of the most valued tools among family historians. But is there more information on 
them than meets the eye? In the first of our three-part series on medical history, public health microbiologist 
Helen Smith shows us how to read between the lines. 

34-37

4 10 tips for finding just the girl 
you want Brad Argent

Are you trying to trace a female ancestor who seems determined to stay hidden in the records? Brad Argent, 
content director for Ancestry.com.au, offers his advice for tracking down the maiden name of your elusive 
lady... 

39-41

4 Melba Sue Thompson This year marks the 150th anniversary of Dame Nellie Melba’s birth. Sue Thompson looks at the soprano 
star’s pioneering spirit in all things musical. 42-45

4 A collection of riches Shane Carmody There is more to our libraries than meets the eye. Here, Shane Carmody talks about the State Library of 
Victoria’s fascinating rare book collection. 46-47

4 Appointed on merit Michael Flynn New research on Arthur Phillip’s family history in London reveals the humble origins of the man who would 
be governor on the other side of the world... 48-51

4 Where the wild things are Peter Macinnis

From the mysterious bunyip, to river beasts and snakes three times as round as a man’s body: the early 
European settlers thought Australia a mad, bad and dangerous place to be. And if those mythical monsters 
didn’t get you, well, surely the screeching possums and flying devils would! Author Peter Macinnis reports on 
what was scaring residents silly in the 1800s. 

53-55

4 Savouring the past Alice Johnson With a heritage as rich as its famous local produce, Alice Johnson shows why the Hunter Valley in New South 
Wales is your ideal next historic holiday spot. 58-59

4 Everybody's cruisin' now Shauna Hicks In March 2011 Shauna Hicks attended Unlock the Past’s first history and genealogy cruise, and tells Inside 
History why family history and sunshine go so well together! 60-61

4 An American perspective Dan Lynch Genealogist and author Dan Lynch looks at the differences – or should that be the similarities? – in 
researching Australian and American family trees. 63-65

4 Life, interrupted Alice Johnson Curator Nadine Helmi looks at life for those interned in Australia during World War II. 67
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5 A cup of tea with... Michael McKernan In Gallipoli: A Short History, military historian Michael McKernan takes an indepth look at six of the men 
who were part of the ill-fated campaign. 13

5 Baby, it's cold outside Megan Gibson Yes, you can beat the chill and still further your family history research, says author Megan Gibson. 24

5 Which website? Helen Smith We look at some of the family history sites catching the attention of genealogist, Helen Smith... 25

5 It's census time! Kirsten Wade
Census data is one of the most precious resources available to family historians. August marks the 16th 
national census in Australia, and the 100th anniversary of the first one. Kirsten Wade looks at the importance 
of this event, and asks, what will your family know about you in 100 years time? 

26-27

5 Thoughts from abroad... Else Churchill Hip, hip, hooray! Else Churchill, from the Society of Genealogists in London, reports on the Society’s 100th 
birthday celebrations. 29

5 The art of photodating Jayne Shrimpton Dress historian Jayne Shrimpton shows how, with a bit of detective work, you may be able to unravel the 
mystery behind undated family photographs... 31-33

5 In sickness and in health? Helen Smith
Friendly societies developed out of a need for workers and their families to have access to adequate medical 
care and income protection in times of crisis. But what can these organisations reveal about our ancestors? 
Plenty, says public health microbiologist, Helen Smith. 

34-37

5 Postcard from Wangaratta Pieter Koster
An avid collector of old postal cards, Pieter Koster wanted to find out more about the people who sent and 
received them. One such missive led him to a long-running family business, covert police surveillance and a 
recent Victorian premier. 

38-41

5 Celestials & barbarian girls Kate Bagnall
Australia’s early Chinese residents lived lonely, isolated lives, away from home and family. Or did they? A 
growing body of research into their lives is revealing how close the ties between Chinese and white 
Australians were. Historian Kate Bagnall explains, by looking at two different families. 

42-45

5 A new start... Neil Hall
In our new three-part series, family historian Neil Hall looks at records that are often overlooked, but which 
helped him overcome research roadblocks. Here, he shows how he discovered why one middle-class family 
upped and moved to Australia. 

47-48

5 The decorated footpath Megan Hicks The Dictionary of Sydney is a treasure chest of stories about the history of the harbour city. Contributor 
Megan Hicks illustrates that the humble footpath isn’t so humble after all! 50-51

5 Australia's circus children Mark St Leon
In his latest book, Circus: The Australian Story, Mark St Leon highlights the history of the circus cross the 
nation, much of which is also the history of his family. Here, in an extract from his book, we look at the littlest 
recruits to the “greatest show on earth”. 

52-55

5 There's no place like home Ben James House history: it’s a hot topic at the moment, and one of the most popular searches in local library 
collections. What stories can your home reveal? Ben James shows you how to find out. 56-58

5 True beginnings James Boyce
1835: The Founding of Melbourne & The Conquest of Australia is the latest book from award-winning 
author, James Boyce. Here, he tells us why it’s sure to fire the imagination of those whose ancestors arrived 
in Victoria before the gold rush. 

61

5 The Eyes of a Generation Alice Johnson

State Library of Victoria is celebrating the artistry of Melbourne’s post-war photography, with many of the 
images on show for the first time. With iconic works from artists such as Helmut Newton, Wolfgang Sievers 
and Mark Strizic, Alice Johnson takes a look at the lives behind the lenses that brought such monumental 
creative change to mid-century Australia. 

63-68
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6 A cup of tea with... Jennifer Hamilton-McKenzie, historian Dr Jennifer Hamilton-McKenzie’s landmark research on the founding of Mildura uncovered the real history 
of Australia’s first irrigation colony. 13

6 Broadford's broadsheets Broadford and District Historical Society
In our regular column, we’re featuring local history and family history societies, showcasing the collections 
they hold, and their projects on the go. First up, Broadford and District Historical Society in Victoria, where 
work is under way to preserve the original newspaper office. 

24-25

6 Genealogy on the go Mark Webster Having recently been on a research trip to England, Holland and Belgium, historian Mark Webster looks at 
what you need to pack to get the most from your travels. 26-27

6 Which website? Helen Leggatt We look at some of the family history sites catching the attention of genealogist, Helen Leggatt… 29

6 The odd blemish Neil Smith
The first Australian troops to fight in the Boer War arrived in South Africa in December 1899. Here, military 
historian Neil Smith looks at Australians serving under British law during the three-year campaign, and the 
impact the regulations had on morale. 

30-32

6 A soldier no longer lost Alice Johnson
Since 1917 his body lay concealed beneath Belgian soil, one hand still clutching his rifle. Now through a 
remarkable process of archaeology, history and science, Private Alan James Mather is no longer a soldier 
with “no known grave”. Alice Johnson explains. 

35-37

6 Uncovering the lure of the 
Kokoda Trail Jo Hawkins My Kokoda, a study based in Perth, is exploring why people trek Kokoda, and what they gain from the 

experience. Project leader, Jo Hawkins, explains the opportunity over the past few years. 38-40

6 How healthy was your ancestor? Helen Smith
From phossy jaw and painter’s colic, to Weil’s disease and Q fever, our ancestors paid a high price for putting 
food on the table. Public health microbiologist, Helen Smith, looks at some of the more common occupational 
hazards, and what they meant for your relatives. 

42-45

6 To catch a thief... Dr Neil Hall
In the second instalment of a three-part series, family historian Dr Neil Hall highlights records that are often 
overlooked, but which helped him overcome research roadblocks. Here, he shows how he discovered details 
of a Third Fleet crime hidden in an archive box for 223 years. 

47-48

6 Fair thee well... Jane Harding
One person’s trash is another person’s treasure? This was definitely the case for librarian and genealogist, 
Jane Harding, when she recently discovered – quite by chance – some priceless family heirlooms at a vintage 
fair on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. 

51-53

6 In from the cold Cassie Mercer In October veterans and their families join military historians in Canberra to discuss the Korean War and life 
at the sharp end 60 years ago. Here’s how you can be there, too. 54-55

6 A collective history Cassie Mercer A new collection from the Royal Australian Mint pays homage to our convict ancestry. Inside History looks at 
some of the sites that have recently been given a touch of gold. 57-59

6 A rich brew Garry Wotherspoon
Many of us don’t start our day without it, but when did coffee become part of our daily routine? To celebrate 
Eat History, the theme of New South Wales History Week 2011, Dictionary of Sydney contributor Garry 
Wotherspoon looks at the rise of coffee culture in the harbour city. 

60-62

6 Chasing Sydney’s waves in the 
‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s Cassie Mercer A new exhibition from Historic Houses Trust of NSW looks at the history of surfing and beach culture in 

Australia. 64
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7 Mandy Paul Mandy Paul, senior curator, History SA Mandy Paul is a senior curator at History SA and is part of a small but busy team in the organisation’s 
Community History Programs. 13

7 Adventures with Android Jill Ball Genealogist Jill Ball is a devotee of Android technology when it comes to family history. Here, she tells Inside 
History why. 26-27

7 Calling Carnamah home Kate Hutcheson
In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they 
hold, and their projects on the go. Here, we talk to Carnamah Historical Society and Museum in Western 
Australia about their online resources. 

28-29

7 Roses are read... Helen Leggatt
Their colourful outbursts and perfume brighten the gloomiest of cemeteries, but their role goes beyond 
cosmetic. Helen Leggatt explains how the family historian can learn more from the roses their ancestors 
chose to plant on loved ones’ graves. 

30-33

7 Keeping treasures safe Kirsten Wade Kirsten Wade seeks advice from a range of experts on how to best care for your important keepsakes so they 
can be treasured for generations to come. 34-37

7 She has my face! Hazel Edwards
Children’s writer Hazel Edwards has been entertaining young families for more than two decades. She also 
runs popular workshops based on her book, Writing a Non-Boring Family History. Here, the much-loved 
author tells how she caught the family history bug. 

38-41

7 Bound by law Megan Gibson
A drunken judge, marriage separations and more than 16 metres of sticky tape – step inside the fascinating 
world of the early colonial legal registers! Megan Gibson explains how you can help preserve a unique piece of 
Australian history – and perhaps further your own genealogy research.

42-45

7 Like fathers, like son? Dr Neil Hall
Family historian Dr Neil Hall shows how researching many generations of the one family can teach us about 
the ancestors we are tracking, their motives, and the decisions they made. In the last of his series, Neil looks 
at the Gulledges from Somerset in the UK. 

47-48

7 Who's buried in your backyard? Karen Filewood
For Coffs Harbour historian Karen Firewood, a simple suggestion at a heritage committee meeting of 
documenting lone graves in the local area soon turned into an all-consuming project. Here, Karen explains 
how she’s uncovering history before it’s lost forever.

52-53

7 Henri L’Estrange: The ups and 
downs of a colonial funambulist Mark Dunn

His daredevil feats wowed thousands in Sydney, Melbourne and Tasmania. But it is for one in particular that 
Henri L’Estrange is remembered in history. Mark Dunn, president of the History Council NSW, looks at the 
rope walker’s adventures across Sydney Harbour. 

55-56

7 Maria Island Alison Elliott Take a walk on the historical side, in an area of Tasmania that’s also a gourmet food and ecological haven. 
Alison Elliott goes exploring. 59-62

7 Stories from the elders Paula Grunseit

A new series of books by author Kim Scott and the Wirlomin Noongar Language and Stories Project in 
Western Australia sees old stories rediscovered and reshaped to be passed on to a new audience. Paula 
Grunseit speaks with Scott, twice winner of the Miles Franklin award, about language regeneration, loss, 
connection, and the sharing of stories. 

64-66
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8 A cup of tea with... Liz Pidgeon, Yarra Plenty Regional Library Liz Pidgeon is the local and family history librarian at Yarra Plenty Regional Library, Victoria. She talks to 
Inside History about the digitisation of historical records at the local level. 10

8 Finding gold in the records Lorraine Purcell, Hill End and 
Tambaroora Gathering Group

In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they 
hold, and their projects on the go. Here, we talk to Lorraine Purcell from NSW’s Hill End and Tambaroora 
Gathering Group about curating history in a goldfield town. 

24-25

8 On our doorstep Alice Johnson On February 19, 2012, Australia will pause to remember the 70th anniversary of the bombing of Darwin. 
Alice Johnson explores the legacy of this defining moment in Australia’s military history. 26-27

8 In their own words Annie Payne Personal historian Annie Payne has been helping families record the stories of loved ones for years. Here, she 
shows why you, too, should record your memories of a lifetime. 28-30

8 Why I love my work Maria Walsh For Maria Walsh, CEO of the Royal Australian History Society, each work day leads to the discovery of more 
fascinating stories about our unique history and cultural heritage. 32

8 Writing a non boring family 
history with Hazel Edwards Hazel Edwards

To many children, Hazel Edwards is known for her much-loved kid’s book, There’s A Hippopotamus On Our 
Roof Eating Cake. To genealogists, she’s a mentor for writing witty, interesting family histories. Throughout 
2012, we’re featuring extracts from Hazel’s book, How To Write a Non Boring Family History, for those of 
you wanting to publish your genealogy research in book form. First up, how to get started on your project.

35-36

8 Was your ancestor a player? Leann Richards
Did someone in your family tread the boards, either professionally or as an amateur? Theatre Historian 
Leanne Richards looks at the history  of the art since European settlement, and where the best collections of 
records can be found. 

39-41

8 Discovering Maori links Christine Clement For many New Zealanders researching their family history, their time has been rewarded with the discovery 
of Maori links to the land. Here, one woman shares her experience with genealogist, Christine Clement. 42-44

8 Quite a young man abroad Jenny Robin Jones

The Royal Women’s Hospital in Melbourne, as it is now known, was Australia’s first hospital to train nurses 
and, in 1865, to teach obstetrics and gynaecology to medical students. It also harboured, as one of its earliest 
obstetricians, an argumentative Scot by the name of William Mackie Turnbull. Jenny Robin Jones uncovers 
the story of a transformative voyage in 1842 that brought him to the Antipodes. 

47-49

8 A mother's day Alice Johnson
History always comes alive at the State Library of New South Wales. In late 2011 the library hosted 
Macquarie University’s Histories of Motherhood Symposium, a showcase of cutting edge research into the 
experience of motherhood. Alice Johnson reports. 

50-53

8 On Norfolk Island time Cassie Mercer
It’s a tiny speck in the vast ocean between Australia and New Zealand. Yet Norfolk Island packs a punch when 
it comes to history. Cassie Mercer discovers that it’s full of sites to explore, experiences to enjoy, and 
wonderful hospitality from the residents who call it home. 

54-57

8 Henry Baldwin’s legacy Anthony Curtis
Markree Museum has become Hobart’s newest cultural attraction and one of the few early 20th century 
museums in Australia. Antony Curtis, the museum’s project manager, lets us in on why the property is so 
special. 

60-63

8 Who was the real Ludwig 
Leichhardt? John Bailey

A brave and fearless botanist, or a maniac on an ego trip? The views about explorer Ludwig Leichhardt have 
diverged widely over the past 160 years. In his latest book, Into the Unknown, author John Bailey looks at the 
man, the myths, and his mysterious disappearance. 

66-67
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9 A cup of tea with... Richard Neville, Mitchell Librarian, State 
Library of NSW

Richard Neville is curator of Lewin: Wild Art, an exhibition on the works of William John Lewin (1770-1819). 
Here, he talks to Inside History about the artist. 10

9 All’s right in Whitehorse Rachael Cottle, Victoria’s Whitehorse 
Historical Society 

In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they 
hold, and their projects on the go. Here, we talk to Rachael Cottle from Victoria’s Whitehorse Historical 
Society about working life, wedding dresses and wine cellars. 

24-25

9 Talkin’ ‘bout past generations Paule Grunseit
When TV host and comedian Shaun Micallef agreed to be part of the upcoming series of Who Do You Think 
You Are? he knew very little about his family’s background. Micallef talks to Paula Grunseit about family 
secrets, and why he was thrilled to be part of the hit show. 

28-31

9 The other ANZACs Neil Smith
Was your ancestor one of the tens of thousands who served in WWI under an Allied banner? Military 
historian Neil Smith explains why their records can be so difficult to find, and which are the best places to 
look. 

32-35

9 That famous fighting family Kate Bagnall

Historian Kate Bagnall is co-founder of the Invisible Australians project, which seeks to compile biographies 
of non-European, non-Indigenous people living in Australia during the White Australia period. Here, she 
writes about one particular band of five brothers – and their two nephews – who joined up to fight in World 
War I. 

37-40

9 Mission over Oslo Bill Young In 1940, nine men lost their lives during a reconnaissance trip to Norway. A descendant of the one Australian 
on board has remembered his uncle’s sacrifice by producing a film of that fateful flight. 42-43

9 Your stories, your voice Peter Jensen Peter Jensen flew Sunderland planes with the RAF Coastal Command during WWII. Here, he remembers his 
part in one of the biggest feats of the war: the Battle of the Atlantic. 45-46

9 As a child Eileen Craven Eileen Craven remembers wartime in Townsville and Charters Towers, Queensland. 47

9 Prisoners of war Tracy Sullivan Tracy Sullivan from the Australian History Museum is ensuring their stories aren’t lost. 48

9 From the wireless Betty Jones Betty Jones recalls the effect the shadow of war had on her family in Hobart. 48-49

9 Writing a non boring family 
history with Hazel Edwards Hazel Edwards

To many children, Hazel Edwards is known for her much-loved kid’s book, There’s A Hippopotamus On Our 
Roof Eating Cake. To genealogists, she’s a mentor for writing witty, interesting family histories. Throughout 
2012, we’re featuring extracts from Hazel’s book, How To Write a Non Boring Family History, for those of 
you wanting to publish your genealogy research in book form. This issue, we look at four ways to shape your 
story. 

51-52

9 A man of his time Joan Matthews
Irishman Robert Alexander Byrne was an entrepreneur, family man and, for a short time, Treasurer of 
Victoria. From humble origins in Dublin he travelled to Melbourne via America to make his fortune. 
Descendant Joan Matthews explains his rise to political fame. 

55-57

9 The life of an Aussie governess Kate Matthew Rowdy children, unbearable heat, and a distinct lack of dances… but it was better than being a governess in 
England, as Kate Matthew explains. 58-61

9 Stepping through time Emma Sutcliffe
The Victorian Goldfields are well known for their historical treasures. But, says Emma Sutcliffe, if you step off 
the beaten track and head to the smaller towns of Halls Gap and Ararat, reminders abound of lives lived in 
parallel to the hunt for nuggets. 

62-65

9 Sail away, sail away Shauna Hicks
Genealogist Shauna Hicks was a presenter on Unlock the Past’s recent Irish and Scottish themed cruise. 
Here, she explains how finding our ancestors while lapping up a little bit of luxury makes the perfect holiday 
combination. 

66
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10 A cup of tea with… Nick Stanhope, CEO, We Are What We Do
Launched in 2011, Historypin is a website revolutionising local history by allowing users to “pin” old photos, 
video or audio clips to Google Maps at the same place they were originally taken. We talk to its creator, Nick 
Stanhope.

15

10 Banking and bullocks Susan Reynolds, Victoria’s Yackandandah 
and District Historical Society

In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they 
hold, and their projects on the go. Here, we talk to Susan Reynolds, who was awarded an OAM for her work 
with Victoria’s Yackandandah and District Historical Society. 

24-25

10 Entering the blogosphere Jill Ball Genealogy blogs can be a wealth of information for family historians, as the immediacy of content is just an 
upload away. Jill Ball looks at the growth of blogs, and the best 50 to follow. 28-31

10 Making room for an icon Cassie Mercer

Looking for a recipe for Pineapple Crunch? Or a knitting pattern for a jumper just like Grandma made? Since 
its digitisation in 2011, that staple of domestic Aussie life – The Australian Women’s Weekly – has been 
helping a diverse range of researchers. Inside History talks to those behind this historically significant 
project. 

32-33

10 Grave stories from the Klondike Dr Robin McLachlan
When gold rush fever hit Canada’s Yukon Territory in 1898, it lured its fair share of Australians and New 
Zealanders angling to strike it rich. Through his research in the Yukon and back home, historian Dr Robin 
McLachlan reveals their surprising stories. 

34-38

10 The evolution of cemetery design Dr Lisa Murray, City Historian, Sydney Dr Lisa Murray, City Historian in Sydney, looks at how graveyards were designed in the early colonial days. 40-41

10 A New Resource Cathy Dunn The latest work from public historian Cathy Dunn highlights the death records from Norfolk Island’s First 
Settlement. 42

10 Bringing our war dead together Matt Smith Matt Smith has developed a unique Australian war grave resource that unites images and information from 
around the world into a single website. 42-43

10 Teaching death Andrew Piper, University of New England In his course at the University of New England, Andrew Piper teaches students the value of cemeteries as 
historical documents. 43

10 Loving our cemeteries Sandra Playle We talk to three organisations who are doing great work to ensure our at-risk graveyards are around for years 
to come. 44-47

10 I once was lost Barry Gittins The Salvation Army’s “Salvo sleuths” never give up on tracing family members. Here, Barry Gittins looks at 
the ancestry of this worthwhile service, which is reuniting families across the globe. 48-52

10 Remembering the Kuttabul Steven Carruthers

The night of 31 May 1942 was the closest the east coast of Australia came to war, when Japanese midget 
submarines entered Sydney Harbour. HMAS Kuttabul bore the brunt of the attack. Now, 70 years on, a major 
commemoration and wreath-laying event is being organised with the descendants of those who died on 
board. Steve Carruthers reports. 

54-57

10 Writing a non boring family 
history with Hazel Edwards Hazel Edwards

To many children, Hazel Edwards is known for her much-loved kid’s book, There’s A Hippopotamus On Our 
Roof Eating Cake. To genealogists, she’s a mentor for writing witty, interesting family histories. Throughout 
2012, we’re featuring extracts from Hazel’s book, How To Write a Non Boring Family History, for those of 
you wanting to publish your genealogy research in book form. This issue we ask: what if all you’ve got is a 
name on a shipping list? 

58-59

10 Watching the detective Emma Sutcliffe

I say! Presumably, as an aficionado of historical pursuits, you’ve been kept in a fine state of emotional 
ferment on a Friday evening with the lively adventures of Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries on ABC1. Emma 
Sutcliffe enjoys a cold collation and a pot of tea with Miss Fisher’s creator, the wonderful and somewhat 
mischievous author Kerry Greenwood. 

60-63

10 Heritage Adelaide Cassie Mercer May is the perfect time to explore the hidden stories of South Australia’s capital. Inside History, with the help 
of History SA, discovers why. 65-67

10 The perfect day trip – or longer Annie Payne Why the Clare Valley is a great place for a historic getaway 67
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11 A cup of tea with… Janis Wilton, Associate Professor, 
University of New England

Janis Wilton teaches public and oral history at the University of New England (UNE). Awarded an OAM in 
2006 for service to the community as a histortian, Wilton tells us why she loves conducting courses in applied 
history. 

13

11 A fine tract of land Graham Popple, Logan River and District 
Family History Society

In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they 
hold, and their projects on the go. Here, we talk to Graham Popple from the Logan River and District Family 
History Society in South East Queensland.

24-25

11 Portal of gold… Michael Flynn If you do one thing this month to further your research, make sure it's logging on to your state library 
eResources section. Historian Michael Flynn talks us through this valuable depository. 26-27

11 History apps Mark Webster Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with 
your past in informative and interesting ways. Mark Webster roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare. 29

11 From reels to radio Shauna Hicks
In our goals to uncover as much information as possible in our ancestors we often leave no stone unturned. 
But have you investigated whether your family appeared in a film or was on the wireless? Genealogist Shauna 
Hicks looks into Australia's main media archives. 

31-34

11 There's always more to learn Kerry Farmer; Professor Bridget Griffen-
Foley

We look at people who are discovering family and community history with a fresh viewpoint: from different 
interview techniques, to a new archival database, and an innovative communty project in South Australia 
called Life Story Circles. 

36-37

11 The life story circle project Annie Payne; Alice Domagalski A new initiative in Adelaide by personal historian Annie Payne is ensuring the oral history of last century is 
being heard by as many people as possible. 38-39

11 Battle of Milne Bay Ben Mercer
In 1942 the sheltered harbour of Milne Bay in Papua became an Allied base. Its key component was three 
airstrips. It was also an important stepping stone for the Japanese marine forces. RAAF pilot Nat Gould was 
one man there during the ensuing battle - and recounts to Ben Mercer his experiences. 

40-42

11 Writing a non boring family 
history Hazel Edwards

To many children, Hazel Edwards is known for her much-loved kid’s book, There’s A Hippopotamus On Our 
Roof Eating Cake. To genealogists, she’s a mentor for writing witty, interesting family histories. Throughout 
2012, we’re featuring extracts from Hazel’s book, How To Write a Non Boring Family History, for those of 
you wanting to publish your genealogy research in book form. This issue Hazel talks about those 
controversial bits, and copyright.

44-45

11 Our suffragists and pioneers Merrill O'Donnell and Stephen Brooks
They were rich and poor, young and old, gentlewomen, servants, farmers and railway gate keepers. But they 
all had two things in common: they were females and they wamted the vote. One project in Victoria has 
researched the lives of some of these extraordinary women. 

46-49

11 Sitting pretty Margot Riley Margot Riley is curator of Flash Back: 160 years of Australian Fashion Photos, an upcoming exhibition from 
State Library of NSW. Here, Margot looks at the impact photography and fashion had on our ancestors' lives. 50-54

11 Your favourite history books Cassie Mercer; Sarah Trevor Earlier this year we asked you to nominate which non-fiction works inspired you to fall in love with history, 
or that contributed to your research. Here, not in any ranked order, are the ones that made it to the top 10! 56-57

11 Fading from view Emma Sutcliffe
Built on the simple wish to record the abandoned homes of our pioneering families, a website called Fading 
Victoria is one man's passion for history thrown into the digital age. Emma Sutcliffe talks to the man behind 
the lens, Rowan Crowe. 

58-60

11 Balancing time & timelessness Teresa Cannon
Uluru is a sacred site. It is the place of learning and knowledge, where ceremonies have been conducted for 
millennia and where ceremonies continue to celebrate the ancient knowing with its contemporary ethics and 
values. Teresa Cannon explores life as it has been, and will be. 

62-66
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12 A cup of tea with… Phillip Bradley Phillip Bradley's family history inspired him to explore Australia's WWII campaign in New Guinea. His latest book, Hell's Battlefield, highlights 
the extraordinary stories he uncovered. 11

12 The home of Granny 
Smith Margaret Farlow In our regular column, we’re featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the go. 

Here, we talk to Margaret Farlow from Ryde District Historical Society. 24-25

12 History apps Mark Webster; Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with your past in informative and 
interesting ways. Mark Webster and Sarah Trevor roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

12 Getting the most out of 
Trove Virginia James and Mark Raadgever Virginia James and Mark Raadgever, from the National Library of Australia, answer your queries about the site we all love. 29-30

12 How to find a marriage 
on FamilySearch Marci A. Despain It's free and contains billions of names! Here, Marci A. Despain offers her tips for finding your ancestors' marriage records. 32-35

12 Love in the age of 
convicts Sarah Trevor Far from the romanticism of today, colonial authorities emphasished pragmatism in convicts' relationships. Sarah Trevor looks at their private 

(and not-so-private) lives. 39-41

12 Something old, 
something new Sarah Trevor Sarah Trevor speaks to three women for whom their family history was an important part of their big day. 42-44

12 Spoonfuls of love Jill Dupleix Ask about somebody's food, and you'll hear about their parents, and their parent's parents, says Jill Dupleix. Recipes tell us who you are, and 
where you are from. 46-49

12 Clues the camera left 
behind Bill Oates Historical family photos can often trigger more questions than answers. Bill Oates, from the University of New England, talks us through an 

innovative new process of using shadows to date a photo. 51-54

12 Exploring digital history Tim Sherratt There are a host of online tools emerging that allow you to query data and share research in exciting and innovative ways. Tim Sherratt is one of 
the developers leading the way. Here, he looks at the tools worthy of every family historian's attention. 55-57

12 Paradise lost and found Shirley Way It has played host to Irish immigrants, whalers, astronomers - and its very own cave full of gold! Shirley Way takes a step back in time to 
discover the magic of Lord Howe Island for a very special event. 58-61

12 Writing a non boring 
family history Hazel Edwards

To many children, Hazel Edwards is known for her much-loved kid’s book, There’s A Hippopotamus On Our Roof Eating Cake. To genealogists, 
she’s a mentor for writing witty, interesting family histories. Throughout 2012, we’re featuring extracts from Hazel’s book, How To Write a Non 
Boring Family History, for those of you wanting to publish your genealogy research in book form. This issue Hazel looks at writing family 
history for children.

62-63

12 Heroes of Mount Tambu Phillip Bradley
The battle for Mount Tambu was an extraordinary feat of arms on the most challenging of terrain. As this extract from Hell's Battlefield, Phillip 
Bradley's latest book on WWII in New Guinea shows, the events of July 1943 produced two staggering examples of heroism: from John Smith 
and Leslie Allen.

66-67
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13 A cup of tea with… Dr Robin McLachlan Dr Robin McLachlan has recently unearthed two rare Macquarie-era maps that shed new light on the inland city of Bathurst in New South 
Wales. Robin shares his exciting discovery with Inside History. 13

13 Stories from the 
Limestone Coast Gwen Waters In our regular column, we're featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the go. 

Here, Sarah Trevor talks to Gwen Waters from South East Family History Group in South Australia. 24-25

13 History apps Mark Webster Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with your past in informative and 
interesting ways. Mark Webster roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

13 Getting the most from 
Ancestry.com.au Brad Argent Brad Argent, content director at Ancestry.com.au, answers your questions on the site that has more than 1 billion records available for you to 

search! 29-30

13 Stories behind the photo Dr Jana Gooding Identifying unnamed soldiers in precious photos is one of the most challenging - and rewarding - roles for researchers at the Australian War 
Memorial. Dr Janda Gooding reveals the steps she and her colleagues take to identify a lost digger.   32-34

13 The man in the sidecar Mary Lou Byrne and Bernard de Broglio Mosman Library in Sydney has been researching its own close links with the Thuillier Collection. Colleagues Mary Lou Byrne and Bernard de 
Broglio share the story of digger, Sid Carroll. 35

13 Naming the Lost Diggers Ross Coulthart In 2011 journalist Ross Coulthart was part of the team that unearthed the collection of glass plate images of Aussie soldiers in Vignacourt. Here, 
Ross talks about the next chapter in the Diggers' stories. 36-39

13 The Berry Boys Kirstie Ross An ambitious project at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa seeks to use crowdsourcing to discover the names of more than 100 
photographed WWI soldiers. Te Papa curator, Kirstie Ross, looks at the successes so far. 40-43

13 A widow's war mystery Barry Stone For more than 70 years, May Milton wondered what had happened to her husband, William, in World War II, after he left for service the day 
following their wedding. Barry Stone investigates the mystery and unearths the war tragedy that claimed William and 77 fellow servicemen. 44-47

13 Findmypast down under Rosemary Kopittke There's been big developments at findmypast lately! Rosemary Kopittke looks at the new features and what this ever-expanding dataset means 
for Australasian genealogists. 48-50

13 Remembering the east 
coast sea war Steven Carruthers Frightening, uncertain and dangerous. This was the reality for the hundreds of men and women on board ships - both merchant and private - 

off the east coast of Australia during World War II. Steven Carruthers reports on why their stories often ended in tragedy. 52-55

13 Writing a non boring 
family history Hazel Edwards In the last of our popular writing series, Hazel Edwards looks at launching and promoting your book. After all that hard work putting pen to 

paper (and fingers to keyboard), now's the time to celebrate your achievement, and hopefully sell some copies at the same time! 56-57

13 Your favourite history 
book Sarah Trevor To celebrate the National Year of Reading 2012, we asked you to tell us your favourite non-fiction history books. Now, after a nail-biting few 

months of voting, it's time to announce your winner. Drum roll, please… 58

13 A gift of love Annie Payne Make a memory jar for someone special this festive season. Personal historian Annie Payne shows you how. 59

13 Festive season of 
yesteryear Sarah Trevor As families gather and spread good cheer, this time of year offers the ideal opportunity to reflect on our ancestors' holiday customs. Sarah 

Trevor delves into Trove to discover snapshots from festive seasons of years past across several communities. 60-61

13 Australia Calling Cassie Mercer The National Archives of Australia is embarking on a new project highlighting immigration after World War II. Here's how you and your family 
can get involved... 62-63

13 15 great historic 
getaways Sarah Trevor From convict settlements to historic ports, Indigenous sites to goldrush villages, there's an array of destinations close to home just waiting to be 

discovered. Sarah Trevor explores 15 fascinating contenders for the history lover's dream holiday! 64-67
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14 A cup of tea with… Dr Annette Brown Dr Annette Brown is a researcher with the Pioneer Women's Hut, an innovative museum in Tumbarumba, at the foothills of the Snowy 
Mountains. Annette reveals the important work being done by volunteers at the Hut. 13

14 A long history of its own Donna Newton In our regular column, we're featuring history and family history societies, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the go. 
Here, Donna Newton from the Royal Australian Historical Society talks about the society's development since 1901. 24-25

14 History apps Mark Webster and Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with your past in informative and 
interesting ways. Mark Webster and Sarah Trevor roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

14 Tips for reading old 
handwriting Inside History readers During one of our recent posts on Facebook, Inside History readers shared dozens of fantastic tips for deciphering handwriting on historical 

documents. We've published our favourites here, and we hope the advice helps to solve a few mysteries for you! 29-30

14 The secret love of Ned 
Kelly? Sophie Masson One part of Ned Kelly's life that has long been under scrutiny is the question of whether he was betrothed or married, and if so, to whom? 

Author Sophie Masson interviews Paul O'Keefe, a descendant of one of the women in question, on the research he's gathered. 32-35

14 Crime does pay (at least 
it does in genealogy!) Shauna Hicks It can be confronting discovering what our ancestors really got up to, but it's nearly always rewarding as well, says genealogist Shauna Hicks. 36-38

14 A perfect crime Stephen Orr Award-winning author Stephen Orr looks at how a fictional storyline led to one of WA's most grisly murder mysteries in the 1930s: the case of 
the Murchison murders. 40-43

14 Stranger than fiction… Sulari Gentill An author once said "Research is formalised curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose." Crime fiction writer Sulari Gentill tells us why 
history is the essence of her award-winning novels about a 1930s detective called Rowland Sinclair. 44-47

14 Was your ancestor a 
remittance man? Helen Leggatt They were the scions of privileged families, who became destitute social outcasts. Why the spectacular fall from grace? Helen Leggatt finds out. 48-49

14 Free records on your 
doorstep Cassie Mercer Families share an enduring bond that reaches across the generations. FamilySearch can help you trace your ancestors with an expert network 

across Australia and New Zealand. 50-51

14 Our western third Gerard Foley As researchers well understand, archives hold rich, surprising and often idiosyncratic tales. They act as an invaluable resource for historians 
and genealogists alike. Gerard Foley, from the State Records Office of Western Australia, offers a look at which records his office holds. 52-55

14 Convicts in colour Janette Pelosi A new project, Sentenced beyond the Seas, is State Records NSW's gift to the nation to mark the 225th anniversary of the arrival of the First 
Fleet. It means that our earliest convict records have been digitised for the first time in colour. Janette Pelosi explains. 56-58

14 Dispelling the myth Gregory Blake For generations the assumption among many has been that the Irish were the 'central act' of the Eureka battle. Research by Gregory Blake, 
author of Eureka Stockade: A Ferocious and Bloody Battle, tells a different story. 59-61

14 Holtermann on show Alan Davies It's the impressive collection that documents life on the goldfields in exquisite detail. Photographic expert, Alan Davies, explains why the 
Holtermann Collection is so rare - and where you can now see it for yourself. 62-64

14 History travels at home 
and abroad Sarah Trevor History and travel are passions best combined. Sarah Trevor looks at some of the most promising history events scheduled throughout 2013 

around Australia and beyond - let your family history research take you away! 66-69
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15 A cup of tea with… Paula Grunseit Archaeologist Adam Ford and his team are back for another terrific series of Who's Been Sleeping In My House? Paula Grunseit chats with 
Adam about the new series and his adventures while digging up history. 13

15 Heritage of Old 
Gippstown Libby Beasley In our regular column, we're featuring history and family history organisations, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the 

go. Here, Libby Beasley talks about Old Gippstown's heritage, and the rare buildings and artefacts that make the area unique. 24-25

15 History apps Mark Webster Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with your past in informative and 
interesting ways. Mark Webster  roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

15 Newspaper Masterclass Sue Reid With a fantastic resource like Trove on your side, it's sometimes easy to forget the vast range of other newspaper sources out there. Sue Reid, 
from the Queensland Family History Society, reminds us of some useful websites and shows us the best strategies for searching them. 28-29

15 Tales of tragedy and 
survival Cassie Mercer Deposit your memories into the findmypast Anzac Memory Bank as a way for your family to remember your ancestors who served in war. 31-32

15 Letting history sing... Paula Grunseit Who Do You Think You Are? is back on TV screens this autumn! This season's stellar cast includes actors Asher Keddie, Don Hany and Michael 
Caton - who tells Paula Grunseit why he loved finding out more about his family. 34-37

15 Finding and connecting 
families Cassie Mercer The Find & Connect web resource aims to help people who were in out-of-home care (and their families) access their records. We meet the 

historians behind it to learn more about this worthwhile project. 39-43

15 From Middlemore to 
Molong Penny Hyde The reality of Britain's Child Migrant policy in the 1900s left an indelible mark on the children who were sent to Australia. Penny Hyde from the 

Australian National Maritime Museum explains. 44-46

15 On Their Own Kim Tao Kim Tao, the curator of On Their Own: Britain's Child Migrants, talks about the importance of the exhibition in understanding the child 
migrant experience. 47-48

15 I've no tears left Ann Howard Throughout her research on children who went through Barnardos Homes in the 1900s, Ann Howard discovered incredible bravery behind 
each child's story. 49-51

15 In search of the Lost 
Boys of Anzac Peter Stanley Who were the first Australians to land at Gallipoli that tragic day almost a century ago? What do their stories reveal? Professor Peter Stanley 

investigates. 52-55

15 Remembering the Boer 
War Craig Wilcox With a Boer War monument soon to adorn the road leading to Canberra's Australian War Memorial, historian Dr Craig Wilcox reminds us that 

each of the wars Australians have been involved in has been very different from the others. 56-59

15 Wish you were here Richard Offen The wondrous and occasionally off-beat history of Western Australia is little known outside its vast borders. Richard Offen, executive director 
of Heritage Perth, takes us for a whirlwind tour through its historic gems. 60-64

15 The greatest fighting 
spirit Peter Williams Dr Peter Williams is a military historian and author of The Kokoda Campaign 1942: Myth and Reality. Here, Peter talks about the experience of 

a Japanese pilot in New Guinea during World War II. 66-67
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16 A cup of tea with… Caitriona Ingoldsby Caitriona Ingoldsby, the Irish government's diplomatic representative in New South Wales, takes time out to tell us about her family history 
and the terrific events the Irish community has planned for 2013. 13

16
At home with the 
National Library of 
Ireland

Katherine McSharry It's one of the first ports of call when you're tracing ancestors in Ireland. Here, Katherine McSharry from the National Library of Ireland 
answers our pressing questions and offers some tips on Irish family history research. 24-25

16 History apps Mark Webster, Mark Pearce and Ben Mercer Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. We roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

16 Read all about it! Perry McIntyre While official records and BDMs help us to glean the bare bones of our ancestors' lives, a juicy newspaper account can help flesh out the stories. 
Perry McIntyre talks us through the best strategies for accessing elusive Irish historical newspapers. 28-30

16 Unsuitable to the colony' Dr Richard Reid Dr Richard Reid looks at the often strained relationship between Irish assisted immigrants and the authorities who greeted them in colonial 
Australia. 32-35

16 Remembering the 
Famine orphans Perry McIntyre Thousands of women braved the journey from Ireland to Sydney, Adelaide and Melbourne to escape the horrors of famine. Perry McIntyre 

looks at the work being done to commemorate their lives. 36-39

16 Celebrating Saint 
Patrick's Day Jeff Kildea The custom of Saint Patrick's Day is almost as old as the colony itself. Jeff Kildea looks at how our Irish ancestors spent the day in the 19th 

century. 41-45

16 The Irish diaspora Cassie Mercer A collection of beautiful imagery by Dubliner David Monahan, on show at the Immigration Museum in Victoria, is connecting Australia's Irish 
heritage and the situation today - when people are again leaving Ireland for a better life. 46-47

16 Convict in the family? Paula Grunseit A new exhibition presented by Sydney Living Museums takes a fascinating and unique approach to investigating the impact the crimes and 
transportation to Australia in the 18th and 19th century has had on the course of many families. 48-49

16 Pin up your history! Jon Voss There's been lots happening on Historypin since we featured the site in issue 10. Historypin's Jon Voss reveals some of the exciting projects, 
including those from the State Library of Queensland and the Benevolent Society, which are now online. 50-51

16 Who was Australia's 
Great Gatsby? Michael Blenkins Meet Hugh McIntosh, the raconteur, fight promoter, parliamentarian and daring entrepreneur known to his friends as "Huge Deal". Michael 

Blenkins asks whether Hugh could be our very own Jay Gatsby. 52-55

16 Finding Henry Lawson Ian Hoskins He was the "city bushman" whose stories are still loved the country over. North Sydney historian, Ian Hoskins, was surprised by how much his 
own neighbourhood was reflected in Lawson's writings and consequently, his life… 56-59

16 Travelling the Emerald 
Isle Meg Quinslik For those of us with Irish ancestry, travelling to Ireland to trace the family tree is a dream come true. Here's how to get the most from your 

holiday and research trip. 60-64

16 Fame and fortune in the 
Sunshine State Jane Grieve

From growing up on the black soil plains of Queensland's Darling Downs, to her integral role in establishing the Australian Stockman's Hall of 
Fame in Longreach, Jane Grieve has long been a champion for our nation's outback heritage. In this extract from her newly published memoir, 
In Stockmen's Footsteps, Jane tells how tales of her colonial forebears continue to captivate her imagination. 

66-67

16 Scenes from the Black & 
Tan War Denise Kelly Denise Kelly had long been wanting to investigate family lore that mentioned a kinship to an executed member of Royal Irish Constabulary. 

What she discovered astounded her. Here, she tells the story of her ancestor William Mitchell. 

Bonus 
content on 

iPad edition 
only 

16 Finding Irish stories Cassie Mercer The National Archives of Australia has lots of records relating to Irish immigration over the decades. Here, we look at some of the highlights. 

Bonus 
content on 

iPad edition 
only 
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17 A cup of tea with… Dr Brendan Nelson Dr Brendan Nelson talks to Paula Grunseit about his new role at the Australian War Memorial and his own family's military history. 13

17 The Royal Historical 
Society of Victoria Kate Prinsley In our regular column, we're featuring history and family history organisations, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the 

go. Here, Kate Prinsley from the Royal Historical Society of Victoria talks about the importance of the Society's collection. 24-25

17 History apps Mark Webster, Jill Ball, Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. We roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

17 Shipwrecks, rice and 
rum Paula Grunseit The Australian National Maritime Museum explores our colonial links with India through a superb new exhibition that's full of history, 

surprises and treasures. Paula Grunseit spoke with the curatorial team. 28-29

17 Families in British India 
Society Sylvia Murphy and Valmay Young Sylvia Murphy and Valmay Young from the Families of British India Society (FIBIS) explain how you can trace your own ties to India. 30

17 50 blogs you need to 
read Jill Ball Inside History's 2nd Annual Genealogy Blog Awards are here! With the help of geneablogger Jill Ball, we've compiled our best 50 blogs from 

around the world. Get ready for a "glorious and unforgettable ride". Drum roll, please… 32-34

17 A cache of good fortune Jane Harding Jane Harding had long wondered what had happened to the family ephemera from her great-auts. Here, she lets us in on how she tracked one 
collection down. 36-40

17 The case of the false 
identity Judy Webster Shipping records don't lie. Or do they? Genealogist Judy Webster looks at anomalies in the immigration records, and reveals the vital 

breakthroughs that have transformed her research - and her notions about passenger lists! 42-45

17 Finding the unknown Mark Webster Reading through a collection of old letters to his father-in-law Dirk Jansen led Mark Webster to query a long-held story of Dirk's parentage - 
and find an answer in the unlikelist of places just a few doors down from his house. 46-49

17 From Calabria with love Nicole Cama Australia was a foreign yet promising place for the thousands of Italian migrants who sought to build new lives here after the devastation of 
World War II. Nicole Cama shares her grandparents' story of love and hope after they took the 'proxy plunge'. 50-53

17 Scandalous nights Deborah Beck Booze, bohemia and bawdiness - but all for a good cause! Sydney's Artists' Balls stirred passions as well as controversies. Here, Deborah Beck 
gives us a peek into their infamous history. 55-58

17 "Everything is open" Nicole Cama National pride swelled upon the arrival of HMAS Australia in 1913 - and her scuttling just over a decade later stirred outpourings of emotion. 
Nicole Cama tells the story of Australia and its role in the country's nationhood, 100 years after the flagship first arrived. 60-63

17 Cruising into genealogy Noeline Kyle, Neil Smith, Chris Paton, Thomas 
MacEntee

Imagine holidaying in beautiful surrounds, making new friends and learning more about your family history at the same time. If that's your 
ideal, it's time to turn your attention to Unlock the Past's 2014 genealogy cruise. 64-67
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18 A cup of tea with… Hannah Kent Her book, Burial Rites, is the debut novel that everyone is talking about. Here, Hannah Kent tells us what drew her to the story of the last 
woman executed in Iceland in 1830. 13

18 Ask our experts Margot Riley Oral histories told through the generations can often be difficult to prove. We asked dress historian Margot Riley, from the State Library of 
NSW, whether the story surrounding one reader's photograph could be true. 16-17

18 From pioneers to miners Brian Andrews In our regular column, we're featuring history and family history organisations, showcasing the collections they hold, and their projects on the 
go. Here, Brian Andrews from Coalfields Heritage Group talks about mining history in the Hunter Valley region of New South Wales. 24-25

18 History apps Mark Webster, Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. We roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

18 By the people, for the 
people Laila Ellmoos Explore Sydney's political history online with a new project from the City of Sydney History Unit. Laila Ellmoos reports. 28-31

18 Our fair ladies Paula Grunseit

Around one in five Australians are related to women who were incarcerated at the Parramatta Female Factory. The Factory itself is one of our 
most significant historical spaces: a Francis Greenway building and our oldest convict women's site. But now its survival is under threat. Paula 
Grunseit spoke to historians about their ongoing campaign to save the precinct, and their work in recording the stories of the women who 
passed through its gates. 

33-35

18
From the Somme 
battlefields to Aussie 
shores

Alison McCallum The Anzacs who called Vignacourt home for a short while during the Great War left a lasting impression on the French families who met them. 
Now, a multi-media project by French teens is ensuring these men's stories are never forgotten. Alison McCallum reports. 36-37

18 School day memories Ted Witham Cellist Marjorie Bowman gave up an opportunity to play with Europe's finest orchestras to become a music teacher in the West Australian 
wheatbelt town of Tambellup. Former pupil, Ted Witham, recalls her legacy. 38-39

18 Getting about the 
country Margaret Simpson Margaret Simpson looks at pioneering horse-drawn transport used in Australia and New Zealand. 42-46

18 Guiding lights Barry Stone Lighthouses are located in the most stunning and remote parts of the Australian coastline. Join Barry Stone as he delves into the history of 
these brilliant, life-saving beacons. 48-51

18 Saving Grace Nicole Cama The wonder of Grace Darling's 1838 rescue of nine shipwrecks survivors captured hearts the world over. Nicole Cama shares the story of the 
'Heroine of the Farne Islands' and its tragic conclusion. 52-53

18 Australia's Own Grace Sarah Trevor A brave rescue off the Western Australian coast in 1876 also made headlines around the world, reports Sarah Trevor. 53

18 A country's lifeblood Nicole Cama A century ago, photographer William Hall captured the beauty and industry of the Hawkesbury River in New South Wales. Nicole Cama 
followed in his footsteps and fell equally in love with the surrounds. 54-56

18 Life on the Murray-
Darling Penny Hyde The paddle steamers of the Murray-Darling were the life-line for generations of settlers across thousands of kilometres. Penny Hyde looks at 

how these communities developed. 57-59

18 The tram conductor and 
the Premier Mark Tedeschi Life during World War II was especially difficult for those who were considered "aliens". Mark Tedeschi reveals how an impromptu meeting 

with a tram conductor changed his grandparents' lives. 60-63

18 Coast to coast Melanie Ball The Indian Pacific is an iconic rail journey that takes in historic towns, stunning scenery and the great Nullarbor Plain. Melanie Ball settles 
down to enjoy the view. 64-67
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19 A cup of tea with… Neil Oliver The much-loved host of Coast in the UK has brought his own brand of history-telling to Australia. Neil Oliver talks to Cassie Mercer about our 
coastline, and bathing with crocodiles. 13

19 Crossing the mountains Sarah Trevor In our regular column, we're featuring history organisations, showcasing their collections and projects. Here, Sarah Trevor talks to Joan 
Edwards from the Blue Mountains Historical Society. 24-25

19 History apps Cassie Mercer, Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. We roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare. 27

19 Diaries of a nation at 
war Cassie Mercer The State Library of NSW is currently digitising and transcribing its collection of more than 1,000 diaries written by World War I servicemen 

and women. We take a look at what the project involves. 30-33

19 Kitty's War Janet Butler The unpublished diaries of Sister Kit McNaughton, an army nurse in World War I, inspired author Janet Butler to research Kit's life. Here, 
Janet explains how she researched what would become her award-winning book, Kitty's War. 34-37

19 Find your servicewoman 
in the archives Shauna Hicks Shauna Hicks looks at the Australian Woman's Register, a lesser-known resource that may help you locate your lady. 38-39

19 A tale of two 
grandfathers Penny Hyde William Fraser and Percy Peachey played very different parts in the Great War - one became a decorated soldier, the other showed his metal as 

a ground-breaking medic. With the help of their granddaughter Roberta Madsen, Penny Hyde investigates the effect of the war on both men. 40-44

19 Anzacs and the Empire Robyn van Dyk The Australian War Memorial's new exhibition focuses on the inner voices of our Anzacs during World War I. Its curator, Robyn van Dyk, 
explains what will be on show. 46-47

19 An enduring friendship Bruce Petty A research project on Maori airmen led historian Bruce Petty to a story about heroes, Hollywood, and the importance of good friends. 48-51

19 Recycling war's waste Dr Craig Wilcox World War II was fought in the factories as well as on the battlefields. Dr Craig Wilcox looks at what happened to the industrial wreckage and 
surplus during Australia's first great recycling schemes. 53-56

19 Scrapbooking the past Heather Garnsey A little bit of this, a little bit of that - the hobby of scrapbooking extends back generations. Heather Garnsey from the Society of Australian 
Genealogists looks at how the craft has developed. 57

19 The records that keep on 
giving! Heather Garnsey and Martyn Killion The Benevolent Asylum in Sydney has made its way into many family trees across Australia and New Zealand. Heather Garnsey and Martyn 

Killion offer their advice on how to find who you're looking for in the wealth of archives that are available. 58-59

19 Gatsby Getaway Dorian Mode and Lydia Thorpe The historic Blue Mountains, west of Sydney, is home to many historic treasures, not least its Art Deco architecture. Dorian Mode and Lydia 
Thorpe get into the swing of things. 60-65

19 In search of Ned Kelly Paula Grunseit When Peter FitzSimons was four years old, he went to a fancy-dress party decked out as Ned Kelly. That's where his lifelong fascination with 
one of Australian history's most contentious characters began. Paula Grunseit reports. 66-67

19 A legendary fight Peter FitzSimons Ned Kelly is a character in Australian history who elicits emotions like no other. Here, in an extract from his new book, Ned Kelly, Peter 
FitzSimons looks at one violent episode between the outlaw and the Victorian constabulary. 68-69
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20 A cup of tea with… Dr Leigh Straw How a desire to tell the stories of female rule-breakers became Dr Straw's new book, Drunks, Pests and Harlots: Criminal Women in Perth and 
Fremantle, 1900-1939. 13

20 Shakespeare, goldfields 
& brides Linda Barraclough In our regular column, we're featuring history organisations, showcasing the collections they hold and their projects on the go. Here, Linda 

Barraclough talks about the Stratford and District Historical Society. 26-27

20 Who were the 17 Dargo 
brides? Linda Barraclough The Stratford and District Historical Society is working to solve the mystery of who wore a bridal headpiece in the early 20th century. Linda 

Barraclough explains. 27

20 History apps Claire Paterson Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Claire Paterson roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare. 29

20 What's new online? Sarah Trevor
Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. The only downside to the exciting, ever-expanding wealth of digital 
history resources is that it can be tricky to keep tabs on recent additions. In this new section, Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

30-31

20 "Good fearless soldiers" Craig Tibbitts The Australian War Memorial's Craig Tibbitts reveals the story of two brothers who faced the horrors of Pozieres in 1916, and looks at why their 
letters are so important. 32-35

20 Housing a legend Ian Stapleton How do you restore the house of an Australian icon? Go behind the scenes with heritage architect Ian Stapleton, who led the reconstruction of 
Sir Don Bradman's boyhood home. 37-41

20 Sports stars Shauna Hicks Given our nation's love of sport, it's quite possible that you may find an ancestor in the records of a local club. Shauna Hicks delves into the 
archives to see what she can find. 42-43

20 Melbourne's sporting 
heritage Brent Diamond Sport is the source of much tangible - and intangible - heritage in Victoria. Brent Diamond looks at how this love, nay obsession, began. 44-46

20 The trial of the (20th) 
century Mark Tedeschi AM QC It was a case that took the country by storm - a murder so extraordinary that people couldn't believe it was possible. Mark Tedeschi AM QC 

reports on the trial of Eugenia Falleni. 50-53

20 Puttin' on the Ritz Jayne Shrimpton The past 12 months has seen a huge increase in all things 1920s, thanks to films and TV series. Dress historian Jayne Shrimpton looks at how 
you can discover more about the fashion of this fascinating era. 54-56

20 On the bookshelf Various Long summer days call for good reading matter. Here are some of our favourite books right now… 57-59

20 Our living legacy Adam Woodhams Adam Woodhams tours two historic houses and their gardens for a wonderful glimpse into their past. 60-65

20 Making (historic) tracks Dorian Mode and Lydia Thorpe Dorian Mode and Lydia Thorpe discover the recent history of the Top End via one of Australia's great rail journes - The Ghan. 66-70
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21 A cup of tea with… Richard Forsyth On the 200th anniversary of Arthur Phillip’s death, Justice Michael Pembroke talks to Richard Forsyth about his new book, Arthur Phillip: 
Sailor Mercenary Governor Spy. 

21 Westward bound Liana Fitzpatrick In our regular column, we're spotlighting family history organisations, showcasing the collections they hold and their projects on the go. Here, 
we talk to Liana Fitzpatrick of the Western Australian Genealogical Society.

21 History apps Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare.

21 Of monuments and men Cassie Mercer George Clooney’s latest film sees him helping to save millions of art treasures looted by the Nazis during World War II. Here, Clooney talks to
Inside History about the real-life Allied mission, the importance of history, and working with Cate Blanchett.

21 The world anew Louise Anemaat Artist Colony, a new exhibition from the State Library of NSW, reveals just what the first Europeans thought of Australia. Exhibition curator
Louise Anemaat explains. 

21 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest collections available online for family 
historians.

21 Digging deeper Shauna Hicks University archives provide a wealth of information to the general public - if you know where to look. Shauna Hicks introduces the online 
resources of the Noel Butlin Archives Centre at the Australian National University in Canberra. 

21 A life less ordinary Noeline Kyle Having trouble researching and writing about the women in your family tree? Author Noeline Kyle offers her top tips for overcoming brick 
walls and discovering more about their lives. 

21 Not just a man’s world Dr Ian Hoskins In the early chapters of Australian history, the efforts of women in documenting the natural wonders of this continent are widely unknown. Dr 
Ian Hoskins uncovers their contribution to science from the First Fleet to the 20th century.

21 A nation’s first heroes Rowan Tracey At a time when our separate colonies were on the verge of becoming a nation, the Boer War produced some of Australia’s first military heroes. 
Rowan Tracey remembers the war’s six Victoria Cross recipients.

21 “We send you the 
following report…” Di Rutherford For the families left at home, waiting to hear news of loved ones on the front line was agony. The Australian War Memorial’s Di Rutherford 

looks at the experience of one family - Mrs Hester Allen and her four children. 

21 Repairing the scars Penny Hyde In issue 19 we featured “A tale of two grandfathers”, which looked at the very different war experiences of two men. Here, Penny Hyde revisits 
their lives to see what became of them once peace was declared. 

21 Rallying the troops Jackie van Bergen To commemorate the upcoming centenary of World War I, Ku-ring-gai Historical Society in Sydney is undertaking an exciting project - 
biographies of all WWI service personnel with links to the Ku-ring-gai municipality. Jackie van Bergen reports. 

21 Going troppo Melissa Rimac Captivated by north Queensland’s eclectic history, Melissa Rimac explains why a road trip is the perfect way to discover the region’s idyllic 
landscapes and world-class natural wonders. 
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22 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor D Joshua Taylor is spearheading a campaign to digitise society journals from around the world. He talks to Sarah Trevor about how societies 
here can get involved. 

22 Behind the scenes at 
History SA Paula Grunseit

Margaret Anderson, CEO of History SA, is a busy woman, managing three museums, the State History Collection, a statewide community 
history program, and the About Time History Festival, which runs each May. Here, she speaks with Paula Grunseit about History SA’s many 
successes. 

22 History apps Claire Paterson, Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Claire Paterson and Sarah Trevor roadtest four of the latest to see how they fare.

22 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest collections available online for family 
historians.

22 Restoration ancestor Megan Gibson We’ve all come across birth, marriage and death certificates where crucial details are listed as “unknown”. But what happens if you do know 
those details and want to right the record? Megan Gibson reports. 

22 Lost boys of Point Puer Stephen Orr In colonial Tasmania, gruel, floggings and isolation were the order of the day if you had the misfortune of being a ‘convict’ child. Stephen Orr 
tells us how Point Puer Boys’ Prison stamped the youth and spirit out of its troubled inmates. 

22 Justice evaded, justice 
denied Mark Tedeschi AM QC

The Myall Creek massacre in 1838 was an act of genocide carried out by 12 men in which up to 28 Aboriginal men, women and children were 
murdered. In the first of two features, Mark Tedeschi AM QC, Senior Crown Prosecutor for New South Wales, looks at the atrocity and focuses 
on the ringleader, John Henry Fleming. 

22 A bugler’s tale David Wilson Charles Vincent Kelly’s military career began with the Coo-ee recruiting march and spanned both world wars. David Wilson commemorates 
the life of a talented musician committed to the service of his country. 

22
“Here in this dark 
mildewed hole in the 
earth”

Jennie Norberry It is through the emotional war diaries, such as those of West Australian digger David Harford, that we really learn the horror of the Great War, 
Jennie Norberry explains. 

22 Tracing your Lutheran 
family Shauna Hicks If your ancestors were Lutheran, there is really only one place to start your search. Here, Shauna Hicks introduces the Lutheran Archives and 

its range of valuable resources. 

22 Exploring Australia’s 
oldest church Mary Roper Australia’s oldest surviving church is a humble Georgian structure in Ebenezer, New South Wales, founded in 1809 by rural folk from near the 

English-Scottish border. Here, historian and local resident Mary Roper leads us on a tour through the site’s social history. 

22 Ryko’s ride Michèle Adler It’s 100 years since Eddie “Ryko” Reichenbach rode the 3150 km from Adelaide to Darwin on a push bike. He set a record for the route that has 
never been broken. Now, his granddaughter, Michèle Adler, tells us how she is recreating part of the mammoth journey. 

22 A mile in their hooves Melanie Ball
In the mid-19th century, a group of men led by explorer Edmund Kennedy attempted to traverse the Cape York Peninsula. Their Aboriginal 
guide Jackey Jackey was one of only three survivors. Melanie Ball follows in the ill-fated footsteps of Kennedy beside a donkey in a unique 
trekking experience. 
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23 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor Women didn’t fight in the Eureka Stockade - or did they? Clare Wright chats to Sarah Trevor about restoring women’s place in Eureka and 
beyond.

23 History apps Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor road tests four of the latest to see how they fare.

23 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest collections available online to keep 
you up to speed!

23 Records from the front Cassie Mercer Family historians will find more than just service records on the new World War One website, Discovering Anzacs. We look at what it reveals.

23 The origins of Darwin’s 
mystery illness Graeme O’Neill The disease Charles Darwin suffered from throughout his life has baffled researchers for generations. But a Melbourne pathologist may have 

solved this 19th-century mystery, by looking at Darwin’s maternal family history. Here, Graeme O’Neill reports exclusively for Inside History.

23 10 tips for decoding 
family portraits Jayne Shrimpton Need help identifying your ancestors in photographs? Jayne Shrimpton is here to help, explaining how to unravel clues for dating mysterious 

family photographs from the start of commercial photography studios in 1841, until the mid 20th century. 

23 Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Cassie Mercer Every genealogist’s favourite television series is back for 2014! Cassie Mercer chats with series 6 celebrities, comedian and author Paul 
McDermott and actor Lisa McCune. 

23 We remember them Mark Tedeschi AM QC Mark Tedeschi AM QC continues his investigation into the Myall Creek massacre, when up to 28 Aborigines were killed in 1838. Here, Mark re-
examines the two murder trials that captured the attention - and the vitriol - of the colony, and hears from the descendants of those involved.

23 Somewhere in Palestine Dianne Rutherford On foreign shores, far from their families, soldiers on the front had to wait weeks, sometimes months, for news from home. It presented one 
more challenge of life on the front, as Dianne Rutherford explains. 

23 Through their eyes Paula Grunseit The War that Changed Us, an innovative documentary drama series about Australia’s involvement in World War One, is coming to ABC TV. 
Paula Grunseit spoke to writer and series director Don Featherstone, and actor Myles Pollard, who plays soldier Archie Barwick. 

23 Snapshots of strangers Sarah Trevor
Six photos. Two families. And the mightiest empire of the modern era. All linked by a chance discovery of some beautiful old photographs more 
than a century after they were taken. Now, Inside History and findmypast are launching a global campaign to reunite these mysterious 
photographs with their rightful owners. Sarah Trevor delves into the story behind the lost images and explains how you can help. 

23 Golden daze Melissa Rimac Under blue winter skies, Melissa Rimac takes in spellbinding scenery, unvarnished heritage and a vibrant cultural scene as she fossicks about 
historic New South Wales gold settlements. 
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24 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor Bringing to life the stories of World War One nurses through theatre is challenging yet rewarding, Cheryl Ward tells Sarah Trevor.

24 History apps Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare.

24 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest collections available online to keep 
you up to speed!

24 Hitting the books Shauna Hicks You don’t need to have scholars on the family tree to find university archives useful. Shauna Hicks takes us through the extensive resources on 
offer at the University of Melbourne Archives.

24 The ABC of DNA Megan Gibson DNA testing helped uncover the family tree of Richard III and Ned Kelly, and Megan Gibson says it can help you too!

24 Ahead of the Fashions Jayne Shrimpton From bonnets to berets, the humble hat has a colourful history. Here, Jane Shrimpton tips her hat to the millinery of past eras and explains 
what this accessory can reveal about your ancestor. 

24 When archaeology 
meets genealogy Sarah Trevor and Paula Grunseit Theres nothing quite like an archaeological dig to unearth the hidden stories of historical sites. Here, Inside History tours two excavations in 

Sydney's western suburbs and meets descendants of the sites' early occupants.

24 50 blogs you need to 
read Jill Ball Inside History's 3rd Annual Genealogy Blog Awards is here! With the help of established geneablogger Jill Ball, we've complied our best 50 

blogs from around the world on all things history and genealogy. Ladies and gentlemen, we present…

24 Remembering local 
soldiers Clinton Johnston To learn about a community's war experiences, you need to delve beyond the local cenotaph. Local council archives can be a good place to look. 

Here, Clinton Johnston explains what the Marrickville Council Archives reveal about this Sydney suburb's World War One losses.

24 The boys are back Tim Lycett As symbols of service and sacrifice, war medals are particularly poignant keepsakes of ancestors past. Here, Tim Lycett shares the story of two 
brothers, their long-lost World War One medals, and the journey to trace their descendants. 

24 Choosing the right 
family history software Michelle Patient Family history database software is invaluable for organising your research and laying it out in a clear, logical manner. The only question is: 

which is best? The answer, says genealogist Michelle Patient, depends on your research needs.

24 Tasmania's timeless 
northwest Sarah Trevor On a road trip off the beaten track through Tasmania's rugged northwest, Sarah Trevor finds breathtaking wilderness and enthralling frontier 

history alike.
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25 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor Christine Bramble has researched and written about World War I nurses from the Hunter Valley, New South Whales. Here she chats to Sarah 
Trevor about the challenges they faced.

25 History apps Nicole Cama and Claire Paterson Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor road tests four of the latest to see how they fare.

25 What's new online? Pristine Ong and Nicole Cama
Billions of records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. The only downside to the exciting, ever-expanding wealth of digital 
history resources is that it can be tricky to keep tabs on recent additions. Pristine Ong and Nicole Cama discover the latest collections available 
online to keep you up to speed.

25 In search of greener 
pastures Jane Stephenson In the early years of the 20th century, thousands plagued by unemployment sought government support to leave England for Australia under 

the Unemployed Workmen Act. Jane Stephenson explains this little-known part of our immigration history.

25
Hair apparent: a 
hundred years of 
hairstyles

Jayne Shrimpton Ringlets, coils, loops and rolls - Jayne Shrimpton examines the evolution of women's locks, from exuberant coiffures in the 1800s to the 
smooth post-war waves of the 1940s, revealing how to read your ancestor's tresses.

25 Dead men tell tales Michelle Patient By digging up the past, genealogist Michelle Patient traces a story about family remembrances, an amazing find and the thoughtfulness of 
strangers.

25 A 'two bob' treasure Gary Traynor In a journey from World War I to the present day, Gary Traynor recounts the extraordinary tale of John Thomas Huckle's lost British War 
medal, sold for 'two bob' in 1939 then miraculously returned to the family in 2014.

25 A glorious failure Alasdair McGregor A hundred years ago a team of avid explorers ventured to go where none had gone before. Alasdair McGregor chronicles Ernest Shackleton's 
daring transantarctic expedition and the Australian photographer who captured it - Frank Hurley.

25 Inside History supports 
Trove Sarah Trevor A new initiative between Inside History and the National Library of Australia gives you the power to help digitise a newspaper on Trove.

25 Peace and Purgatory Sarah Trevor Stunning harbourside scenery and enthralling migration history makes Q Station in Sydney an irresitible stop for the history lovers exploring 
the harbour city, says Sarah Trevor.

25 Quinn's post Dr Peter Pedersen Anzac Treasures, a new book by military historian Dr Peter Pedersen, tells our nation's story of Gallipoli through the priceless objects held at 
the Australian War Memorial in Canberra. In this extract, Dr Pedersen looks at the infamous Quinn's post.
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26 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor Christine Kenneally tells Sarah Trevor that even beyond genealogy and genetics, the past can shape ourselves and our futures in sometimes 
surprising ways.

26 History apps Madeleine Er and Claire Paterson Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Madeleine Er and Claire Paterson road test four of the latest to see how they fare.

26 What's new online? Pristine Ong and Nicole Cama Billions of family histroy records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

26 Searching for your 
soldiers Sarah Trevor As we move into the second year of the World War I centenary, the number of Great War related projects continues to grow. Here, Sarah 

Trevor spotlights three fascinating online projects that may help in your search for your Anzac.

26 Where there's a will…. Sarah Trevor Hundreds of thousands of New South Wales Will Books, from 1800 to 1952, are now available online for the first time on Findmypast. Sarah 
Trevor delves into this exciting collection through case studies, and shares tips on how to get the most from your ancestor's last testament.

26 The silent Anzac Dr Stephen Gapps
The Australian National Maritime Museum's new exhibition highlights the often overlooked story of Australia's fledgling navy during World 
War I through personal accounts of sailors. Here, curator Dr Stephen Gapps looks at the mission of AE2 via the memoirs of Stoker Petty 
Officer Henry Kinder.

26 An officer or a 
gentleman Rebecca Lush The 1916 and 1917 conscription referenda divided Australian society and shaped attitudes towards the Great War. Rebecca Lush examines the 

personal letters and diaries of servicement stationed overseas ti see how they really felt about the debate raging on the home front.

26 An unforgiving land Dr John Hayman Behind the fame of explorers Burke and Wills are those who also perished in sharing the burden of their dangerous expeditions. Dr John 
Hayman tells of the tragic demise of artist and scientist Ludwig Becker.

26 Picture Perfect Jenny Cowen Matinee idols, soldiers, and hundreds of Melbourne brides are among the faces immortalised by photographer Theresa Solomon. Her 
granddaughter Jenny Cowen looks behind the lens at how Theresa managed her booming studios during a Depression and two world wars.

26 Flappers to Vietnam Sarah Trevor In his new book, much-loved author Thomas Keneally explores a well-trodden stretch of Australian history: the 20th century. But he has his 
own method of bringing history to life, Sarah Trevor reports.

26 Southern Dramas Melissa Rimac Although best known for its exhilarating scenery, the Great Ocean Road is awash with maritime history. Using narrative-rich lighthouses as a 
base, Melissa Rimac explores Victoria's Shipwreck Coast.
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27 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor As this year’s centenary of the Gallipoli landing unfolds, playwright Robert Kronk explores the challenges faced by those on the home front.

27 History apps Madeleine Er Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Madeleine Er road tests four of the latest to see how they fare.

27 Cops, crooks and 
convicts  Kate Spinks Curious about your ancestor’s dealings in the Victorian underworld? Kate Spinks explains how to uncover your ancestor among the 

bushrangers, police officers and crims lurking within the Victoria Police Museum’s collections.

27 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of family history records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

27 Broken Nation, 
Shattered Myths Sarah Trevor and John Beaumont One hundred years after World War I, myths and misconceptions linger. Sarah Trevor talks with John Beaumont, historian and author of the 

award winning book Broken Nation about the legacy and lessons of the war to end all wars

27 Gallipoli: the other side 
of the hill Sarah Trevor and Professor Mesut Uyar A distant place, a long ago campaign — yet still crucial to the Anzac psyche. But what about our former enemies? One hundred years on from 

the Gallipoli landing, we look at what the Turkish defenders thought of our diggers.

27 One link to the great war Penny Edwell World War One Link, Inside History’s online database of World War I projects, features scores of activities and events from around Australia 
inspired by the centenary: books, blogs, plays, documentaries and research. Penny Edwell introduces five of these commemorative projects.

27 The food bowl of the 
First Fleet  Adam Woodhams Norfolk Island is best known for its dark history. Photojournalist and horticulturist Adam Woodhams steps beyond the brutality to understand 

the part Norfolk played in saving early Sydney from starvation.

27 Call the valet Jayne Shrimpton It’s not just our female ancestors who were fashionistas. Men’s clothing choices also changed over the years — albeit more slowly than 
women’s. Dress historian Jayne Shrimpton looks at how waistcoats, pinstripes and lapels can help us decode old family photographs.

27 Mark my words Kirsty Gray Ever uncovered a fantastic record of your ancestor overseas — only to be baffled by the unfamiliar words of a bygone era? Genealogist Kirsty 
Gray demystifies 10 antiquated terms.

27 Downton Abbey down 
under Melissa Rimac South Australia’s Limestone Coast is imbued with a delicious sense of being far from anywhere. Melissa Rimac revels in a region rich with great 

houses, natural beauty and reminders of Australia’s pastoral heyday.
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28 A cup of tea with… Madeleine Er Curating a new exhibition about Victoria's schooling history brought new discoveries and old memories, Kate Luciano tells Madeleine Er. 

28 History apps Madeleine Er Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Madeleine Er road tests four of the latest to see how they fare.

28 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of family history records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

28 From the front line to 
the homefront Cassie Mercer

A German bullet from the Somme and the notebook that saved a soldier's life. A wedding dress remade seven times during World War II. 
American servicemen living it up with local girls. Sir Tony Robinson's new television series Tour of Duty sees him discovering all sorts of links 
to war in Australia. He talks to Cassie Mercer about why he loves filming here and what the future holds for genealogy. 

28 Mapping your ancestors Carole Riley Where, oh where, could your ancestor be? Genealogist Carole Riley outlines where to find, and how to use, land and property records, parish 
maps and plans to pinpoint your ancestor - and surveys the wealth of information they can reveal. 

28 Law & order: The 
Prosecution Project Mark Finnane

Researchers from Griffith University are investigating the history of the criminal trial in Australia and digitising Supreme Court records from 
around the country. The results, says historian Mark Finnane, will provide eye-opening insights into Australian history. Here, he presents his 
case. 

28 The Tea & Sugar train Stephen Orr Across the unforgiving Nullarbor, one lifeline linked the remote outposts and railway fettlers to the world beyond. Stephen Orr ventures 
aboard the iconic Tea and Sugar train of yesteryear. 

28 Portraits of World       
War II Cassie Mercer This year marks 70 years since the end of the Second World War. An ambitious Australian project is honouring the surviving veterans - and 

they're hoping you'll get involved. 

28 The world of the 
workhouse Kirsty Gray Grim, dreary and Dickenesque, the workhouse has a far longer history than you might expect - but what was life like for its poor inmates? 

Kirsty Gray peers behind closed doors and delves into workhouse records. 

28 Serendipity and 
sunshine Margaret Brown When the Inside History team chose the photograph of Margaret Brown's grandmother as the winner of our cover competition, little did we 

know that her family had a connection to Norfolk Island! Here, Margaret reports back from Norfolk and tells us more about our cover star. 

28 These boots are made 
for walking Barry Stone Discover our nation's history with a walking tour that lets you explore our natural and built environment at a leisurely pace. Barry Stone 

reveals five of his favourite heritage trails. 

28 Join the Inside History 
community! Inside History readers For stories, tips, book giveaways, useful links, historical photographs and so much more - the Inside History Facebook community has you 

covered. Here, we share some snippets of conversations among Inside History readers. 
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29 A cup of tea with… Sarah Trevor Researching the histories of the disadvantaged is more challenging than researching the fortunate, Dr Tanya Evans tells Sarah Trevor - but also 
more fascinating.  

29 History apps Madeleine Er and Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor and Madeleine Er road test four of the latest to see how they fare.

29 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of family history records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

29 A sterling idea Cassie Mercer
Eight centuries ago, the Magna Carta decreed that no person is above the law, not even a king. This 'Great Charter' is still the basis of our legal 
system, and influences our daily life. And a new collection from the Royal Australian Mint means we can all own a little piece of this historic 
document. 

29
Studying the past: 
Choosing the right 
course for you

Sarah Trevor Ready to take your love for history to the next level? Whether you're looking to gain qualifications as a genealogist, study history in depth, or 
simply brush up on your research skills, there's a course for everyone. Sarah Trevor explores the options. 

29 Bushrangers: deadly 
criminals or folk heroes? Greg Powell and Carol Baxter

There is no denying the iconic status of bushrangers in the Australian psyche. But were they glorified criminals, or anti-authoritarian legends? 
In the first of our debate series, Inside History asked two authors - Greg Powell and Carol Baxter - who've researched and written widely on 
bushrangers for their thoughts on the matter. Here, they state their case... 

29 30 days of family history Shauna Hicks August 2015 marks National Family History Month in Australia. Convenor Shauna Hicks details what to expect, and why the month-long 
celebration needs to be marked in every genealogist's diary. 

29 The Corrector: An 
insider's guide to Trove Sarah Trevor

You've probably never heard of John Warren. But if you're a devotee of Trove and its ever-growing collection of digitised historic newspapers, 
chances are you owe John and his fellow correctors more than you may realise! Sarah Trevor chats to John, the site's top-ranked corrector, 
about all things Trove. 

29 Half sailor, half soldier David Stevens
The Australian Navy's experience in World War I may have touched fewer families than that of the AIF, but the stories, sacrifices and 
hardships of those who served are no less brave. In this extract from In All Respects Ready, author David Stevens reflects on the importance of 
the 1st Royal Australian Naval Bridging Train a century ago at Gallipoli. 

29 Norfolk's secret past Sarah Trevor A First Fleet shipwreck, Georgian-era convict settlement, and the infamous Bounty mutiny - there's no denying that Norfolk Island's heritage 
packs a punch. But as Sarah Trevor discovers, from the landscapes to the unique culture, there is so much more to the Norfolk story. 
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30 A cup of tea with… Cassie Mercer When Barbara Hall discovered she was related to Irish convicts, she was inspired to find out more about the context in which they lived. She 
talks to Cassie Mercer about her work. 

30 History apps Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare.

30 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of family history records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

30 The legacy of war 
revealed Anne-Marie Condé The National Archives of Australia's newly released record set shows the scars of war in all their fragile detail. The Archives' World War I 

expert, Anne-Marie Condé, offers an insight into what you'll discover.  

30 Phillip's landing Michael Flynn and Gary Sturgess
Accounts of the First Fleet since the centenary in 1888 have mostly claimed that the landing place for the convicts was on the eastern side of 
Sydney Cove. Indeed, a lasting memorial certifies this. But Michael Flynn and Gary Sturgess have found primary sources that shed a very 
different light. Here, they explain their fascinating findings. 

30 In hiding Ian Waller Throughout history, leather work has been a varied and vital craft. Here, Ian Waller delves into the world of the leather worker - and shares his 
tips on how to learn more if your ancestor was in the trade. 

30 Saints, scoundrels and 
smoky kitchens Sarah Trevor

Currently screening its seventh series, Who Do You Think You Are? is back with a star-studded line-up - including Toni Collette, Geoffrey 
Rush, David Wenham and more. Sarah Trevor chats to chef and television host Luke Nguyen and journalist Ray Martin about what they 
uncovered on the show. 

30 It's a riot Gay Hendriksen The Parramatta Female Factory riot of October 1827 was the first riot in Australia to be led by women - but was it also Australia's first workers' 
action? Gay Hendriksen looks at the infamous event, from its causes to its commemoration nearly 200 years on. 

30 A voyage of discovery Graeme Davison How do you write a family history everyone will love? It helps if you're a stellar historian! But as Graeme Davison reveals, he can also learn 
from family historians, too. Here, Graeme talks to Sarah Trevor about his new book, Lost Relations. 

30 A capital visit Sarah Trevor Wherever your ancestors hail from, there's one Australian city that could have some wonders in store for your family history research: 
Canberra. Sarah Trevor chats to staff from five key national institutions about how to get the most from your visit to the nation's capital. 

30 Golden diggers Lorraine Purcell and Helen Wood The village of Hill End, New South Wales, is famous for its mining history, but it also produced diggers of a different kind. Lorraine Purcell and 
Helen Wood discuss the challenges of researching the region's World War I soldiers for their new book, Golden Diggers. 
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31 A cup of tea with… Catherine Bishop Through tricky to trace in the historical record, the businesswomen of colonial Sydney led fruitful and fascinating lives, as Catherine Bishop 
tells Sarah Trevor. 

31 History apps Sarah Trevor Though hardly hallowed by the passing of time, these apps harness the latest technology to help you link with the past in informative and 
interesting ways. Sarah Trevor roadtests four of the latest to see how they fare.

31 What's new online? Sarah Trevor Billions of family history records at your fingertips. Millions more added every month. Sarah Trevor discovers the latest genealogical and 
historical collections available online to keep you up to speed.

31 Colonial encounters Ian Coates This November, a new exhibition at the National Museum of Australia will reveal 149 Indigenous artefacts from the British Museum's 
collection. Co-lead curator of Encounters, Ian Coates, talks to Sarah Trevor about working on this landmark event. 

31 The legend of Lasseter's 
reef Stephen Orr Fact or fiction, history or myth? Award-winning author Stephen Orr explores the life and legend of Harold Lasseter and his ever-elusive reef of 

gold. 

31 Taste of history Jacqui Newling
Convict hominy to grand Regency feasts, exotic spices to native foods - historically speaking, Australia's culinary culture is more bountiful than 
you might think. Jacqui Newling, resident gastronomer at Sydney Living Museums and author of Eat Your History, tells Sarah Trevor about 
our collective food history. 

31 The end of Gallipoli Vecihi (John) Basarin As we commemorate the centenary of Gallipoli, it is equally important to remember the end of the campaign, writes historian Vecihi (John) 
Basarin. 

31 Clothing the colony Veronica Lampkin Thousands of Australians sported the designs of the prolific yet little-known businesswoman Madame Weigel from the late 1800s to 1969. 
Veronica Lampkin explores the life and career of this fashion pioneer. 

31 The history lover's guide 
to Canberra Sarah Trevor The secret's out: travel experts have heralded Canberra's recent renaissance as a destination. But what does it offer for history lovers? Sarah 

Trevor explores the capital, from the hallowed halls of its grand civic institutions, to its lesser-known historic treasures, to find out. 
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A woman of her time Helen Stillman When Helen Stillman started delving into her family tree, she discovered an extraordinary woman who had lived in the very same suburb. 
Here, Helen shares the amazing story of Cecilia May Delforce. 

A redcoat in the family Neil Smith AM Did your ancestor belong to a British regiment garrisoned in colonial Australia? Military historian Neil Smith AM looks into the life of a 
redcoat, and the records to use if you'd like to learn more. 

The Beersheba Chargers Neil Smith AM Piecing together war diaries and official records leads military historian Neil Smith AM to discover the heart-wrenching stories of the men and 
horses of the 4th Regiment of the Australian Light Horse Brigade at the pivotal Battle of Beersheba. 

Great gazettes Rosemary Kopittke Genealogist Rosemary Kopittke looks at Australasian government, police and education gazettes, and explains why they are key to your family 
history research. 

Bruce Petty From Hollywood to Wellington Author Bruce Petty looks at New Zealand's home front during World War II, and how it became a second home for many American troops 
stationed on its shores. 

Cassie Mercer What's new on findmypast.com.au!
Findmypast.com.au has grown significantly since its humble beginnings of just 35 million records for Australia and New Zealand. This evolving 
website now has more than 1.6 billion historical records for Australia, New Zealand, Britain, Ireland and the United States. And there are new 
records being added weekly. Here are two recent additions...
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A cup of tea with… Warren Brown Warren Brown delved into the nooks and crannies of Australia's history to unearth extraordinary stories, found in the State Library's collection, 
for the History Channel documentary Lost and Found. 

Natural talent: John 
Lewin Richard Neville Australia's first professional artist, John Lewin, was a "practical naturalist" whose legacy deserves star treatment in a new book and exhibition. 

Richard Neville describes his search for Lewin. 

From Daisy Bates on the 
Nullarbor Paul Brunton A letter from a bush camp in South Australia sparked one of the Library's most illustrious acquisitions, writes Paul Brunton.

Photographic goldmine Lang Ngo The State Library recently completed the enormous task of digitising the 3500 glass plate negatives of the historically significant Holtermann 
Photographic Collection. The process of preserving these extraordinary images is demystified here by State Library conservator Lang Ngo. 

Double price for 
children Alan Davies The digitisation project to preserve and record the Holtermann glass plate negatives has revealed not only the photographic mastery of a 

bygone era but the challenges of capturing the image of the perfect child, writes curator of photographs, Alan Davies. 

To Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle Molly Duggins Molly Duggins came across two illuminated addresses presented to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle on his trip to Australia in the 1920s. Here, she 

follows the creator of Sherlock Holmes on a mission beyond literary ambition. 

Finding the circus trail Mark St Leon As well as uncovering his extraordinary family, Mark St Leon's search through the Library's collection revealed a lost world of travelling 
entertainers. 

Family history made 
easy Cassie Mercer Did you know that your library card gives you free onsite only access to the amazing databases offered by Ancestry.com? Ask a librarian to get 

you started. Plus, you can access thousands of amazing eresources from home to help with your family history research!

Secret history Elizabeth Ellis
For over 150 years, one of the most beautiful and mysterious objects from the first decades of European settlement in Australia lay forgotten in 
the storeroom of a Scottish castle, used by several generations of children as a plaything. Elizabeth Ellis explores the hidden draws and 
luminous paintings of the Macquarie Collector's Chest and its companion, the Dixson Collector's Chest. 
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